The Feet in Human-Centred Security: Investigating Foot-Based User Authentication for Public Displays
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Figure 1: We propose foot-based user authentication for public displays. Users in front of a public display (e.g., ticket machine) (1) provide input using heel rotations (2) and heel taps (3), allowing for unobtrusive and hands-free authentication in public.

ABSTRACT
A large body of work investigated touch, mid-air, and gaze-based user authentication. However, little is known about authentication using other human body parts. In this paper, we investigate the idea of foot-based user authentication for public displays (e.g., ticket machines). We conducted a user study (N=13) on a virtual prototype, FeetAuth, on which participants use their dominant foot to rotate through PIN elements (0–9) that are augmented along a circular layout using augmented reality (AR) technology. We investigate FeetAuth in combination with three different layouts: Floor-based, Spatial, and Egocentric, finding that Floor-based FeetAuth resulted in the highest usability with 4-digit PIN entry as fast as M=6.71 (SD=0.67). Participants perceived foot-based authentication as socially acceptable and highlighted its accessibility. Our investigation of foot-based authentication paves the way for further studies on the use of the human body for user authentication.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI); Virtual reality; Empirical studies in interaction design; • Security and privacy → Usability in security and privacy.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Public displays are a common sight and are growing more widespread in their usage. Many act as vendors for services, accept card payments, and require users to enter a PIN, e.g., when purchasing train tickets on ticket machines or withdrawing cash at automated teller machines (ATMs). The public nature of such displays combined with the lack of usable secure input methods creates a security risk to users’ data. Previous research showed that traditional 4-digit
PIN authentications are vulnerable to various threat vectors, including shoulder surfing where a bystander looks over the user’s shoulder [8, 12, 30]. Traditional user authentication on public displays (e.g., on a keypad) requires users’ hands, which are often already occupied by physical objects (e.g., shopping bags) [10].

In this work, we present the idea of foot-based user authentication and implemented a prototype authentication system called FeetAuth. In FeetAuth, users use their dominant foot to authenticate by selecting PIN elements (i.e., digits 0 - 9) that are augmented along a circular layout using augmented reality (AR) technology (Figure 1). This means we explore the combination of a private near-eye display (i.e., AR glasses) and foot-based input for usable and secure user authentication in public. The wide-spread adoption of AR glasses in shared and social spaces [21, 43, 64] provides a unique opportunity for the usable security community to utilise AR glasses’ affordances for advanced user authentication. For example, AR’s private visual channel can be used to convey a unique PIN layout to the user authenticating [65]. To evaluate FeetAuth’s initial concept and usability, we exposed participants to a virtual reality (VR) replica of FeetAuth and to three different layouts: (1) Floor-based, the circular PIN layout is augmented on the floor in front of the public display; (2) Spatial, the circular PIN layout is augmented in mid-air 3D space in front of the public display; and (3) Egocentric, the circular PIN layout is attached to users’ field of view. Our investigation of foot-based user authentication shows that Floor-based FeetAuth achieves faster authentications (M=6.71 s, SD=0.67 s) than Spatial FeetAuth (M=7.10 s, SD=1.47 s) and Egocentric FeetAuth (M=7.72 s, SD=1.14 s). Participants perceived foot-based authentications as a promising alternative to traditional keypad authentication in public and highlighted its accessibility advantages.

Our work provides researchers and practitioners with promising insights into foot-based user authentication and calls for further research exploring the human body as a whole for usable and secure authentication.

Contribution Statement. (1) We propose the idea of foot-based input for user authentication in public and implemented an initial VR prototype, FeetAuth. FeetAuth is the first system that makes use of users’ private near-eye display (i.e., AR glasses) and foot-based interaction for user authentication in public. (2) We contribute a VR-powered usability investigation of FeetAuth (N=13) and discuss the next steps for (foot-based) user authentication.

2 RELATED WORK

We review previous authentication systems for public displays, works that used VR as a research platform for human-centred research, and prior research on foot-based interaction.

2.1 Secure and Private Interaction in the Public

The usable security community proposed various systems for usable and secure interaction in public. De Luca et al. [11] argued that secure and private interaction on public displays can roughly be divided into three categories: a) software-based solutions (e.g., [9, 31, 51, 58]), b) hardware-based solutions (e.g., [5, 52]), and c) solutions that utilise users’ own hardware (e.g., [11, 65]), which are most relevant to our work. Patel et al. [46] proposed a sensor-based authentication mechanism that uses the user’s smartphone to authenticate on a public display through a series of shaking gestures. Sharp et al. [55] proposed a system that enables secure and private interaction on a public display by enabling users to view their personal information on their mobile device. De Luca et al. [11] proposed an authentication system that uses users’ mobile devices to notify them about false inputs to trick attackers. Although their system increased authentication times due to the added overhead of false inputs (e.g., entering four-digit PIN with 30% lie overhead requires on average 3.91 s (1.70 s) vs. M=2.23 s (0.86 s) for a PIN entry with 0% lie overhead), it increased the resistance against observations. Guerar et al. [20] made use of a QR code that users scan with their mobile device to use colors that correspond to the first and third PIN digit from a color table. A user then matches the second and fourth PIN digits with the color of the first and third digit by rotating a Color Wheel. Color Wheel maintains a considerable fast authentication speed (M=4.546 s) [20]. Glass Unlock by Winkler et al. [65] uses the user’s private near-eye display to introduce a secret keypad layout for fast and secure authentication on mobile devices, resulting in authentications as fast as M=2.691 s for a 10-key layout [65]. Khan et al. [32] made use of wearable technology (e.g., Google glasses) for PIN-based authentication on public displays. In their authentication pipeline, a cloud service sends a PIN template to users’ wearables. Their system enhanced the security of authentications in public, but the total authentication time was ≈10 s longer than traditional PIN entry [32].

2.2 Virtual Reality as a Research Platform

The HCI community has recently begun conducting user-centred research in virtual environments rather than in physical lab spaces or in the wild. Mäkelä et al. [36] investigated the feasibility of using VR as a research platform to study audience behaviour in front of public displays (i.e., the existence and nature of the honeypot effect [22, 34]). They found that how users notice, approach, and engage with public interactive displays in virtual environments matches to a great extent their behaviour in the real world [36]. Mathis et al. [39] showed that applying a VR-powered usability and security evaluation of a real-world authentication scheme results in similar evaluation findings as an evaluation in the real world (e.g., participants perceived mid-air input as not suitable for user authentication in the public [31, 39]). Rebello et al. [50] argued that VR enables developing more realistic-looking environments than what is possible in the lab. Fiore et al. [17] showed that virtual environments can overcome the existing challenges around control-mundane realism trade-off and lack of replications in experimental studies. Others argued that VR combines the internal validity of controlled lab studies with the external validity of field studies [17, 36, 40]. There is a plethora of additional works that commented on using VR as a research platform (e.g., [3, 38, 40, 42, 61, 63]).

2.3 Feet in Human-Computer Interaction

Foot-based interaction received significant attention in the broader HCI research field. The two most noted works are Pearson and Weiser’s classification of the feet when interacting with mechanical devices [47] and the research landscape paper by Vellioso et al. [60]. Foot-based interaction with computer interfaces can be
Figure 2: We evaluated FeetAuth in a (virtual) subway station with virtual bystanders to increase authentication realism. (1) shows our simulated Keypad Authentication. (2-4) show foot-based user authentication in three different layouts: (2) Floor-based, (3) Spatial, (4) Egocentric. Pointing and selection was performed using heel rotations [25] and toe taps [6].

drawn back to 1967, where English et al. [16] and Engelbart [15] investigated Knee Control, an interaction method in which users interact with a workstation using a rocking motion on the ball of the foot. More recent work by Simeone et al. [56] investigated the use of foot movements to support users in their 3D interaction tasks (e.g., object rotation), finding that foot movements are easy to learn, but might introduce a form of the Midas Touch problem [33]. Lopes et al. [35] investigated foot-based interaction for contactless hand gesture interaction. Through foot-tapping and heel rotations, participants could perform object manipulations of 3D objects. Feet input can assist hands in clutching tasks, and foot-based gestures come with a precision high enough to perform one-dimensional translations and rotations [35]. Müller et al. investigated foot-taps [44] and lateral shifts of the walking path [45] for hands-free input on head-mounted displays (HMDs). They found that foot-based input provides a viable interaction technique for HMDs. There is a larger body of work that investigated feet input for VR locomotion [62], to zoom and pan maps on public displays [53], to select menu items on mobile devices [54], or for text entry and cursor-positioning in the context of workspaces [48, 49].

3 FeetAuth: Concept & Implementation

We designed and implemented an early prototype of FeetAuth to conduct a usability evaluation of foot-based user authentication on public displays. FeetAuth combines the strengths of foot-based interaction [60] and AR glasses to support user authentication [65]. Providing users with additional authentication methods that do not require hand input can be particularly valuable as there are many situations in which physical constraints (e.g., shopping bags) already occupy users’ hands, not allowing them to apply security measures (e.g., shielding PIN entry) [10].

In FeetAuth, users use their foot to select numbers through heel rotations [25] and toe taps [6] (Figure 1). We opted for these gestures as they allow for single foot input, can be performed without much effort, and are suitable even for constrained spaces where physical space is limited. In summary, FeetAuth allows for precise pointing and selection of PIN elements through the use of users’ dominant foot. Input corrections in FeetAuth are performed through heel taps [59]. Below, we discuss FeetAuth’s configurations in more detail.

3.1 FeetAuth’s Configurations

In all FeetAuth configurations PIN elements are augmented along a circular layout in a randomised order (Figure 1). Only the user authenticating has access to the PIN layout, similar to Glass Unlock [65]. We investigate Floor-based and indirect (i.e., Spatial and Egocentric) input on FeetAuth, similar to Müller et al. [44].

Keypad Authentication. We use Keypad Authentication to imitate real-world PIN entry in a VR environment (baseline). This roughly simulates 4-digit PIN input on a traditional keypad [19]. To provide input, users point with an HTC VIVE controller on one of the keys on the keypad. The virtual laser beam (originating from the centre of the HTC VIVE controller) was used as pointing method, with selection being performed using a trigger press [19].

Floor-based FeetAuth. We augment the PIN elements (0-9) on the floor in front of the public display to allow for a direct mapping between heel rotation and PIN layout (Figure 2-2). Users point on the digits using heel rotations [25]. A toe tap [6] after a previous digit selection inputs the corresponding digit. A heel tap [59] deletes the last input.
Spatial FeetAuth. Here, input works identical to that of Floor-based FeetAuth with the difference that the PIN elements are augmented along a circular layout in a fixed position in the 3D space in front of the ticket machine (Figure 2–3). The “physical” digit positions remain the same, but there is no 1:1 mapping between pointing and UI as the circular layout is now positioned in 3D space. Selected PIN elements are highlighted in grey.

Egocentric FeetAuth. Input in Egocentric works identical to Spatial FeetAuth with the difference that the PIN elements are augmented along a circular layout that is attached to users’ head movements. This means users perceive the PIN layout in an egocentric view (Figure 2–4). Selected PIN elements are highlighted in grey.

3.2 Implementation and Apparatus
We implemented a VR prototype of FeetAuth in Unity 3D (C#). Previous work by Mäkelä et al. [36] and Mathis et al. [38–40] showed that using VR as a research method to conduct user studies on public displays and to evaluate real-world prototype authentication systems is feasible. A VR-powered research approach also enabled us to conduct research in a relatively realistic environment, which is challenging to replicate in a physical lab. To evaluate foot-based user authentication we created a realistic looking subway setting in which a user authenticates on a public display to purchase a ticket for public transport. We slightly modified a 3D model of a subway station [26] to further increase the realism of such an authentication (e.g., we added a train [24] and additional bystanders using Adobe’s MIXAMO library [1]). As hardware we used the HTC Vive, one HTC Vive controller when providing input in Keypad Authentication, and one HTC Vive tracker which we attached to users’ dominant foot when providing input using FeetAuth.

4 METHOD
We recruited N=13 participants through internal mailing lists and social media for a 1-hour study session. To prevent fatigue, we had short breaks (out of VR) after experiencing each FeetAuth configuration. Our analysis reported in Section 5 is based on N=12 participants as we had to exclude the participant data of the first user study session due to technical issues. The study was designed as a within-subject experiment with four conditions: 4-digit Keypad Authentication (simulated baseline) and the three different layout variations to convey the digit arrangements to the user authenticating: FeetAuth with a Floor-based, Spatial, and Egocentric layout. Conditions were counter-balanced using a Latin Square [4]. We measured 1) participants’ authentication time from the first digit entry to the last, 2) participants’ perceived workload when authenticating using the NASA-TLX questionnaire [23], and 3) participants’ experience when using FeetAuth, i.e., “Input using this method is easy/natural/pleasant/fast/error prone/usable/comfortable”, answered on a 5-point Likert scale. We concluded with a semi-structured interview guided by the questions in Appendix A. One researcher transcribed the interview data and split participants’ statements into meaningful excerpts to then systematically cluster participants’ feedback using an affinity diagram. Two additional researchers reviewed and discussed the clustering, which main results we report in 5.4. The study went through an internal Ethics checklist at the University of Glasgow.

4.1 Study Procedure
Participants first filled a questionnaire about their demographics. We then presented the motivation of our study and participants’ task using a slide deck. Participants then authenticated ten times for each condition (e.g., ten sequential authentications on FeetAuth with Egocentric) and went through a training session in advance of each authentication block (similar to [9, 30, 41]). We opted for multiple sequential authentications to increase participants’ exposure to the individual configurations while keeping the duration of a user study session as short as possible (e.g., no study session lasted longer than one hour). This is in line with previous works (e.g., [28, 30]). Participants reported their perceived workload [23]) and provided feedback on their experience and the system’s usability after each authentication block. The study concluded with a usability ranking of the different configurations (i.e., FeetAuth with Egocentric) and with a short semi-structured interview (Appendix A).

4.2 Demographics
On average, participants were 26.83 years old (min=19, max=40, SD=6.26). We had four female and eight male participants. Five participants reported to rarely ever use VR, four never used VR before, two use VR once a month, and one participant reported using VR almost every day. We also report our sample’s security behaviour using the SEBIS questionnaire [14] and their affinity for technology interaction using the ATI scale [18] to allow for better comparisons and replication studies. The sample’s mean security behaviour score was M=3.31 (Md=4.0, SD=1.41) on a scale ranging from 1 to 5 (Device Securement (M=4.31, SD=1.03), Password Generation (M=3.21, SD=1.37), Proactive Awareness (M=2.37, SD=1.26), and Updating (M=3.69, SD=1.09). The technology affinity, ranging from 1 to 6, was M=3.99 (Md=4, SD=1.34).

5 RESULTS
5.1 Authentication Times & Input Corrections
We excluded those authentications that had input corrections to allow for a better comparison between the conditions. There was a significant difference of input times between the different conditions (F(3,33)=34.966, p<0.05). Post-hoc Bonferroni corrected pairwise comparisons revealed significant differences (p<0.05) between Keypad Authentication (M=3.99, SD=1.13) and Floor-based (M=6.71, SD=6.44), Keypad Authentication and Spatial (M=7.10, SD=1.41), and Keypad Authentication and Egocentric (M=7.72, SD=1.09). There was also a significant difference between Egocentric and Floor-based (p<0.05). No other pairs were significant (p>0.05). Figure 3 shows the authentication times. Table 1 in Appendix B provides an overview of all authentication times, including those that included input corrections.

We also compared participants’ number of corrections when providing input using FeetAuth. There is no evidence of a significant difference of the number of digit corrections between the conditions (F(1.762,19.378)=3.646, p=0.0502), with M=0.058 (SD=0.086) for Keypad Authentication, M=0.417 (SD=0.478) for Floor-based, M=0.383 (SD=0.264) for Spatial, and M=0.242 (SD=0.232) for Egocentric.
Participants’ perceived workload was significantly different between the conditions ($\chi^2(3) = 14.798, p<0.05$). Bonferroni corrected pairwise comparisons revealed a significant difference between Keypad Authentication (M=25.69, SD=23.14) and FeetAuth with Egocentric (M=48.61, SD=31.64) (p<0.05). The values for Floor-based and Spatial were M=40.35 (SD=30.62) and M=42.22 (SD=28.02), respectively. We proceeded with a comparisons between Keypad Authentication and all layouts in FeetAuth on the level of each dimension to allow for a more nuanced analysis. A Friedman test revealed a significant effect of condition on participants’ mental workload ($\chi^2(3)=16.144, p<0.05$), physical workload ($\chi^2(3)=13.844, p<0.05$), effort ($\chi^2(3)=12.027, p<0.05$), and frustration ($\chi^2(3)=8.258, p<0.05$). Bonferroni corrected tests revealed a significant difference of participants’ perceived mental workload in Egocentric (M=60.833, SD=28.67) and Floor-based (M=39.167, SD=27.46), and in Egocentric and Keypad Authentication (M=28.5, SD=24.41). Physical workload was significantly higher in Egocentric (M=58.33, SD=30.25) than in Keypad Authentication (M=22.92, SD=22.81). Participants’ effort was significantly higher in Egocentric (M=58.75, SD=28.69) than in Keypad Authentication (M=33.75, SD=25.86). Post-hoc Bonferroni corrected tests did not confirm the differences in participants’ frustration (p>0.05). Table 1 in Appendix B shows an overview of all raw NASA-TLX values.

5.3 Usability Perception and Ranking
A Friedman test on the 5-point Likert scale responses revealed a significant difference between the conditions in their perceived ease ($\chi^2(3)=9.179, p<0.05$) and naturalness ($\chi^2(3)=8.036, p<0.05$). However, Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons did not confirm the significant differences (p<0.05). Figure 3 shows an overview of participants’ responses to the 5-point Likert questions. Participants also ranked the different layouts by perceived usability. A weighted ranking (rank 1 multiplied by 4, rank 2 \times 3, etc.) resulted in Keypad Authentication with the highest score (40), followed by FeetAuth with Floor-based (36), FeetAuth with Spatial (28), and FeetAuth with Egocentric (26). This means that participants preferred the Floor-based configuration over the Spatial and Egocentric, but Keypad Authentication was overall preferred.

5.4 Semi-structured Interview
Our affinity diagram resulted in three main themes: FeetAuth’s usability, social acceptability, and accessibility. Some participants were concerned about the space required to use FeetAuth in public. However, P10, for example, voiced “I don’t think other people would mind it. You’re just standing still, you’re not getting in anyone’s way, the movements are pretty much confined to your own personal space.” (P10). A few participants mentioned that FeetAuth can be particularly helpful in situations where touch-less input is preferred. P9 brought up “hospitals, lots of germs and stuff, especially with COVID less contact would be better.” (P9). Some participants mentioned that traditional keypad authentication might be better for situations where time is important as authentications on FeetAuth took longer. Most participants found FeetAuth to be socially acceptable in public due to its unobtrusiveness (e.g., only involves subtle heel rotations and taps). P3 voiced that FeetAuth “would be quite acceptable because it is something most people don’t even look at. like if you move around your feet nobody will realise/recognise.” (P3). P10 added they “did not feel like [they were] doing anything out of the ordinary” (P10) and P5 mentioned that “nowadays most people are getting used to using technology more than before and to like use VR and AR.” (P5). However, a few participants were slightly critical about FeetAuth’s social acceptability. P7 voiced that “nowadays [FeetAuth] would not be acceptable, people would be looking at you weirdly.” (P7). P11 mentioned it would take some time until people would become used to FeetAuth. Overall, participants shared the opinion that FeetAuth contributes to accessibility, especially for people who have difficulties using their hands, e.g., “people who have issues like parkinsons wouldn’t be able to properly physically touch the keypad without increased effort.” (P10).

6 DISCUSSION
We applied VR to study FeetAuth, an early concept and implementation of foot-based user authentication for public displays. Foot-based authentication takes longer than simulated 4-digit PIN authentication (see 5.1) and introduces a cognitive overhead for user authentication (see 5.2). However, participants were overall positive about using their feet to authenticate in public. The primary aim of this work was to broaden the design space of user authentication by an initial usability and social acceptability study of foot-based input in combination with private near-eye glasses. We consider FeetAuth as a complementary authentication method to, e.g., traditional 4-digit PIN authentication, authentication using mid-air gestures [31], two-factor authentication [29, 37], and gaze-based authentication [31], which all have unique advantages and disadvantages (e.g., gaze-based input is highly secure but per-vasive eye tracking introduces privacy concerns [27]). Below, we discuss some of the advantages and disadvantages of foot-based user authentication.

6.1 FeetAuth’s Usability and Social Acceptability
We noted that participants perceived FeetAuth as usable, but that authentications took significantly longer (M=3.99 s for Keypad Authentication vs. M=6.71 s for Floor-based FeetAuth). FeetAuth’s Floor-based configuration was faster than Spatial and Egocentric and it was perceived as a) easier to use, b) less error-prone, c) more natural, and d) slightly more pleasant than Spatial and Egocentric (Figure 3). Some participants mentioned that FeetAuth in combination with a private near-eye display for the PIN layout can be particularly...
promising for security sensitive contexts (e.g., government facilities, cash withdrawals at ATMs). Others voiced that FeetAuth is a promising alternative to touch-less input at times of COVID. The former, authenticating in security sensitive contexts, can happen infrequently [7, 13]. Therefore, we believe FeetAuth can be particularly valuable for privacy-conscious users or in high-risk settings. The vast majority of our participants perceived FeetAuth as socially acceptable because of its unobtrusiveness, with some exceptions in crowded places where foot-tapping and heel rotations might require additional physical space. The analysis and the qualitative feedback reported in 5.4 suggest that some specific configurations of FeetAuth (e.g., Floor-based) do not significantly impact users’ perceived workload and input accuracy. The ranking reported in 5.3 suggests that Floor-based FeetAuth is to be preferred over Spatial and Ego-centric. Although some of our participants touched on the social acceptability of foot-based input from a bystander’s point of view (see 5.4), these comments are solely based on their experience of using the system. Participants did not observe foot-based input as a bystander, which we leave to future work.

6.2 FeetAuth’s Accessibility

By extending the design space of user authentication to users’ feet we provide users with a complementary authentication method, which can be advantageous in many situations. For example, one participant voiced that FeetAuth is particularly promising in situations where elderly people can not use their hands due to disabilities (e.g., the typical Parkinson’s tremor which tends to first occur in the hands). Previous work by De Luca et al. [10] highlighted additional contextual factors such as carrying shopping bags that might impact user authentications in public. In such cases, foot-based user authentication offers a promising complementary authentication method despite its shortcomings in authentication speed. As put by Bergman and Johnson, accessibility is defined as “removing barriers that prevent people with disabilities from participating in substantial life activities, including the use of services, products and information” [2]. While FeetAuth in combination with AR technology might not be universally accessible, leveraging users’ whole body for user authentication can contribute to authentication systems that benefit people of all ages and abilities [57].

6.3 Next Steps for (Foot-based) Authentication

Using feet for user authentication, in combination with an augmented private keypad layout, introduces novel privacy concerns and threat vectors that should be addressed before deploying such systems in the wild. Similar to Patel et al.’s [46] and De Luca et al.’s system [11], FeetAuth requires a secure communication channel between the user’s AR glasses and the public display, which may result in an additional threat vector (e.g., man-in-the-middle attacks). Future work is called to evaluate the feasibility of such an authentication pipeline and consider users’ privacy concerns and their willingness of using personal hardware for advanced user authentication. FeetAuth makes use of users’ private near-eye display to convey a private keypad layout to the user (similar to [65]). However, it remains unclear if users are willing to connect their private hardware to public displays (e.g., ATMs) for improved security. It is also important to acknowledge that a virtual prototype evaluation of FeetAuth may not have been able to cover all the rich nuances of a shared social space in the real world. While the use of VR is suitable and valuable for an early concept and evaluation of foot-based user authentication, we encourage future work to consider how reality can be best mimicked in such VR environments. Furthermore, we focused in our work on the usability and social acceptability of foot-based user authentication in public. Follow up research is called to evaluate FeetAuth’s security and usability when deployed and embedded into an actual system. One interesting future research direction here is to evaluate FeetAuth’s preparation time (i.e., time until first input [65]) when users’ authentication is embedded into an actual production task (e.g., withdrawing cash at an ATM [40]).

7 CONCLUSION

We designed, implemented, and evaluated a (VR) prototype, FeetAuth, to get insights into the usability and social acceptability of foot-based user authentication in public. A user study showed that FeetAuth results in longer authentications than simulated 4-digit PIN authentication on a keypad, but that foot-based authentication in combination with AR technology provides a promising authentication method. We believe our work can inspire usable security researchers and practitioners in designing and implementing novel authentication systems that incorporate the human body, beyond traditional hand input, for user authentication.
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A SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Our semi-structured interviews at the end of the study were roughly guided by the following questions. Questions were added or omitted where appropriate.

1. How socially acceptable would you perceive the use of this system to be in a real world scenario?
2. Can you think of any scenarios where it would not be socially acceptable?
3. Can you think of any advantages or disadvantages to using this system over keypad authentication?
4. Can you name any scenarios where foot based authentication would be preferable over the traditional method (and vice versa)?
5. Do you have any final thoughts or notes you would like to share?

B MEASURES: OVERVIEW

Table 1: NASA-TLX scores for each dimension, authentication times with no corrections, authentication times with corrections, and the number of corrections applied to all PIN entries. Values represent mean (standard deviation).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Keypad</th>
<th>Floor</th>
<th>Spatial</th>
<th>Egocentric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NASA-TLX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Demand</td>
<td>28.75 (SD=24.41)</td>
<td>39.17 (SD=27.46)</td>
<td>47.08 (SD=26.84)</td>
<td>60.83 (SD=28.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Demand</td>
<td>22.92 (SD=22.31)</td>
<td>55.00 (SD=33.57)</td>
<td>48.35 (SD=31.32)</td>
<td>58.35 (SD=31.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal</td>
<td>28.33 (SD=23.90)</td>
<td>44.17 (SD=31.25)</td>
<td>42.98 (SD=24.44)</td>
<td>42.92 (SD=34.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>13.75 (SD=15.20)</td>
<td>28.74 (SD=30.61)</td>
<td>27.92 (SD=25.27)</td>
<td>28.25 (SD=27.73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effort</td>
<td>33.75 (SD=25.26)</td>
<td>66.23 (SD=47.23)</td>
<td>51.67 (SD=31.25)</td>
<td>58.75 (SD=28.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frustration</td>
<td>21.67 (SD=26.40)</td>
<td>28.75 (SD=20.02)</td>
<td>30.25 (SD=13.09)</td>
<td>44.58 (SD=31.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall NASA-TLX Score</td>
<td>25.69 (SD=23.14)</td>
<td>40.35 (SD=28.64)</td>
<td>42.12 (SD=28.02)</td>
<td>48.61 (SD=31.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentications</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auth. Times (w/o corrections)</td>
<td>3.99 (SD=1.13)</td>
<td>8.71 (SD=0.64)</td>
<td>7.10 (SD=1.43)</td>
<td>7.71 (SD=1.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auth. Times (with corrections)</td>
<td>13.14 (SD=7.42)</td>
<td>35.54 (SD=5.31)</td>
<td>17.15 (SD=6.32)</td>
<td>17.11 (SD=2.43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Corrections</td>
<td>0.06 (SD=0.05)</td>
<td>0.42 (SD=0.40)</td>
<td>0.38 (SD=0.28)</td>
<td>0.24 (SD=0.23)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>